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A B S T R A C T
The totality of all zero curvature equations with a  rational dependence of 
connection m atrices on a spectral param eter form a  hierarchy, which means th a t all 
the corresponding vector fields commute. This is the so-called General Zakharov- 
Shabat (GZS) hierarchy. We consider a subhierarchy of GZS with a  given fixed 
set of poles. T he "tim e variables” depend on three indices, one refers to a chosen 
pole, the other is a  vector index taking values from  1 to n  where n  is a dimension 
of the matrices, and the third one corresponds to  the order of the pole. In the 
case of a  single pole, the subhierarchy is a generalization of the AKNS hierarchy 
with matrices of arbitrary  dimension and a pole of arbitrary order.
The goal of this work is two-fold. First, we want to construct G rassm an­
nian tau-functions for GZS. We present such a  construction for its diagonal tau- 
functions. Second, we wéint to give an algebraic-geometrical construction of the 
Baker and tau  functions with a formula connecting them. We have considered the 
general case when the cross-poles equations are taken into account.
VI
IN T R O D U C T IO N
T he equations of zero curvature with rational dependence of the connection 
m atrices on a parameter (or ZaJcharov-Shabat (ZS) equations) were introduced in 
[21]. Jim bo and Miwa studied these equations in the context of isomonodromy 
deformations [17]. The importance of the ZS equations is obvious: m any of the 
nonlinear dynamical systems such as KdV, AKNS, sine-Gordon equations are spe­
cial cases of ZS. The totality of aH ZS equations form a hierarchy [4], which means 
th a t all the corresponding vector fields commute. This is the so-called General 
Zakharov-Shabat (GZS) hierarchy.
We consider a subhierarchy of GZS with a given fixed set of poles. The "time 
variables” depend on three indices, one refers to a chosen pole, the other is a vector 
index taking values from 1 to n  where n  is a  dimension of the matrices, and the 
th ird  one corresponds to the order of the pole. In the case of a  single pole, the 
subhierarchy is a  generalization of the AKNS hierarchy with matrices of arbitrary 
dimension and a  pole of arbitrary order.
T he goal of this work is two-fold. First, we want to construct G ra s sm a n n ia n  
tau-functions for GZS. We present such a  construction only for the diagonal tau- 
functions. Second, we want to give an algebraic-geometrical construction of the 
Baker and tau  functions with a formula connecting them. We have considered the 
general case when the cross-poles equations are taken into account [2 1 ].
T he notion of a tau function was first suggested for the K P hierarchy by 
Hirota, Sato et al in [18]. We use their exeimple to explain the  notions of a 
hierarchy and tau  function. For th a t reason we need to recall some definitions and 
facts:
Let æ be a variable and d = d jd x .  A (formal) pseudodifferential operator in
1
X is the formal Laurent series in 5  ^ with coefficients from C[[x]].
m
P  =  ^ 2  o,j{x)d^ ,m  €  Z
J = —oo
If P  is defined as above and 7  ^ 0, then m  is called the order of P . One 
can add and multiply such series. The multiplication of two pseudodifferential 
operators is defined according to the commutation rule:
a ‘ /  =  / a ‘  +  ( i ) / ' a ‘ - ‘ + ....  * e  z .  Q  =
Now let
L = d + uod '^  + u id ~ ‘^ +  .
The linear space of all operators L  of this form will be our phase space £.. 
Let Bk = L \  be the positive (differential) part of L^. Then the KP hierarchy is 
defined by the following difierential equations for L:
dkL =  [Bk.L], dk =
OXk
where Xk, 6  =  1 , ..  are some variables, x i = x, and [Bk^L] is the commutator of 
the two operators.
R e m a rk . The KP equations define vector fields on the phase space £. We 
need to check th a t for any L € £  the operator dkL = [Bk^L] lies in the tangent 
space T lC  = C. Really, the vector field can be rew ritten as
[B t.L ] =  [l X.L] =  [L‘ -  i i , i ]  =  -\L'L,L],
from where it is clear that this is an operator of order less or equal than —1 ; 
therefore it belongs to £ .
Often the K P differential equations are written in the form of "zero curvature 
equations” :
drnBn ~ ÔnBm. =  [Pm, Pnj-
If we take n  =  2, m  =  3, X2 = y ,  =  t, 2uq = u, we obtain the  K P equation
(which gives th e  nam e to the whole hierarchy):
3uyy — (4«t -  Uxxx -  6uux)x =  0 .
It can be shown tha t the above vector fields dk commute
(dm dn-dndm )L  = 0 ,
which means th a t the KP equations indeed form a hierarchy.
We win be looking for solutions to the KP hierarchy in the form:
OO
L  =  $  =  1 +
0
The series $  is formal. The above representation is called ” dressing” of the 
operator d.
Pseudodifferential operators do not act on functions (unless their negative 
parts are zero, in which case they are difierential operators). Now we define their 
action on exponents. Let ^(x ,z)  =  then we can define the action of
d^, fe G Z on exp^(æ ,z):
9*'exp^(i, z) =  z*'exp^(æ,z).
The above rules can be extended to any pseudodifierential operator:
Otô* exp ^ (®, z) =  exp ^ (x, z).
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Now we can define the Baker function (also known as wave function) of the 
hierarchy:
w =  $  exp ^ (x, z) =  ( 1  +  wqz~^ +  tüiz”  ^ +  ..) exp ^ (z, z) =  w(x, z) exp ^(x, z),
where $  is the dressing operator of d. The function w is determ ined up to a 
multiplier, which is a series in z“  ^ constant in z.
The Baker function satisfies the following linear equations:
Lw  =  zw,
d m V J  =  BjnW, {Bm =  Zr+), m  =  1, 2 ,.. .
The above system  of equations has a solution w if and only if the operator L 
satisfies the KP hierarchy.
I f  w = w  exp z) is a Baker function for the K P hierarchy, then a  function 
t { x i ,X 2 , ...) exists such that
t ( x i  -  7 , 1 2  -  -  s J i . - - )
=  --------------^(x 2 , i 2- “ )-------------- ■
The above relation is the famous Sato’s formula. The function r  is called 
tau-function of the K P hierarchy corresponding to the Baker function w.
The tau  function provides a solution to the hierarchy. Really, if we know r  (æ), 
using the Sato formula we obtain the Baker function w {x,z),  next from w {x,z)  
we can recover the dressing operator $ , and finally we obtain a solution L  to  KP 
by ” dressing” the operator d: L = The significance of the tau  function
lies in the fact th a t a  single function (not infinitely many!) gives a solution to the 
hierarchy. (Recall th a t L = d + uod~^ u\d~^  +  .., which means that in order to 
have a solution L  we need to know all the functions uo, u i , ... .)
There are two very im portant examples of tau  functions: the soUton and the 
algebraic-geometrical cases. We will now recall the soliton example.
Let afc,/3jfe,afc,fc =  1,.., W be distinct complex numbers. [N  is the  sohton 
number.) Define the  functions
yk =  exp^(x,aifc) -4-o&exp^(z,/3t), k =  l,..,iV ,
where the function ^(x, z) is defined as before. The functions yk satisfy the equa­
tions:
àml/k = 5 ’^ î/fc, fc =  1 ,.., W; m  =  1 , 2 ,.. .
R e m a rk . The property above is central to the soliton example. Actually if 
we take any set of functions yk that satisfy these equations, we can construct a 
solution to the hierarchy.
The corresponding dressing operator looks like
*  =  Â
yi
y'\
UN
v'n
d - N
Q -N +1
where A is the Wronskian of the functions yi,..,VN-  Then the operator L  =  $ 5 $   ^
satisfies the KP hierarchy. The Baker function is
w  = $ ex p ^ (z ,z )
2/1 ... VN
y'l y'N .-W+ 1
y{ ' ... 2/w ' 1
The tau  function for the i\T-soliton solution is
T (z i,Z 2 , ...) =  A =
e x p ^ ( ï,z ) .
yi ya yN
 y'l y '2 y'lf
y r ' ) . . .  y^j
In order to check that this function is a  tau  function we need to introduce the 
translation operator G(z):
G (z)/(z ) =  /(®i -  - ,Z 2 -  -  ^ > —)•
Then we can obtain
G{z)yk = y k -  Jy*.
Thus the right hand side of Sato’s formula wiU look like 
G (z )t
yi -  jy'i 
y'l -  |y i '
yN  -  \y 'n  
y'N -  h 'ii
The determ inant in the formula for the Baker function can be reduced to this 
form if we divide its second row by z  and subtract it from the first one, divide the 
third row by z  and subtract it from the second one etc. Thus the function r(x )  =  A 
is a  tau  function for the hierarchy corresponding to the i\f-soIiton solution.
The soliton example is im portant for two reasons. First, it provides the hi­
erarchy with a  s im ple  and elegant solution. Second, it gives a hint how to find 
other solutions. The general idea is that the tau  function is a determinant of some 
m atrix [18]. T hat idea was realized for KP [19], where a Grassmannian definition 
of the tau  function was given. For each element of the Grassmannian manifold 
there is an associated with it mapping, whose determ inant is a tau  function for 
the hierarchy. The soliton and the algebraic-geometrical examples can be obtained 
as special ccises if the corresponding elements of the Grassmannian are properly 
chosen.
The KP is a  scalar hierarchy generated by a pseudodifferential operator.
AKNS is a  hierarchy of another type -  generated by a  m atrix first order differential
operator, which depends linearly on a spectral parameter:
L = d -\-U — zA, d  =  9®,
A =  diag(ai, ...,a„), U =  (uiy), i , ; = l , . . , n .
A Grassmannian construction of the algebraic-geometrical solution to AKNS
was given in [5]. The corresponding tau function in this case is a Riemann theta 
function (as for K P). Based on the analysis of the soliton solution, a general 
Grassmannian definition of a tau  function for AKNS was obtained in [9].
The next step is to consider m atrix hierarchies generated by linear opera­
tors depending rationally on the spectral param eter. These are ZS hierarchies. 
In section 1 . 1  we recall the definitions of the GZS hierarchy, its Baker and tau  
functions. Our m ain result in chapter 1 is formulated in Theorem 1.4.1, where 
we provide a formula for the diagonal elements of a general Grassmannian tau  
function along with a formula expressing the diagonal Baker function in terms of 
the tau  functions.
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In  chapter 2 we present an Eilgebraic-geoinetrical construction of the Baker 
zind the tau functions for ZS. In section 2 . 2  we construct an zJgebraic-geometrical 
element of the Grassmannian. A formula for the Baker-Akhiezer function is given 
in section 2.3. Finally, the main result of th a t chapter is formulated in section 
2.4 (Theorem 2.4.1). We give a formula for the algebraic-geometrical tau  function 
along with a Sato-like formula for the Baker-Akhiezer function.
C h a p te r  I
D IA G O N A L  T A U  F U N C T IO N S  F O R  T H E  H IE R A R C H Y  G ZS
1.1. D efin itio n  o f  th e  ZS h ie ra rch y
Here we use the definitions and notation from [4]. In order to keep the text 
self-contained, we need to recall some of them. (For more detail and  proofs see 
[4]). Let Ofc, fc =  1 , m  be a fixed set of complex numbers. For every fc we define
OO
Wk = ^ tü jfc i ( 2  -  ajfc)*
0
éis a  formal series. The coefficients Wki are n x n  matrices, whose entries are taken 
as generators of a  differential algebra. Let us define the resolvents:
Rka = WkEocWl^^ ; Rkal =  Rka{z ~
where Ea is the n x n  matrix whose only non-zero entry {Ea)aa is equal to  1 .
if fc =  fci 
otherwise.
The following equations define a  ZS hierarchy corresponding to the fixed set 
{«&}:
dkalWki =  I
where tkai are some variables, dkai =  d/dtkai, and R'kai, Rkai correspond­
ingly the positive and negative parts of the series Rkai- It can be shown that all 
operators dkai commute.
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Let
OO n
Wk = W kexp ^k  where =  Y l Y l  tkalEg(z — ak)~^.
1=0 a=l
The collection w  =  {tu&} is called the formal Baker function of the hierarchy. 
A dressing formula holds:
‘^ k idkal^k^ — dkai ~~ Bkal) Bkal ~  ^kal
All the operators dkai ~  Bkal commute. Now we consider linear combinations 
of these operators:
L =  ^  \kal{dkal -  Bkal) = Ô + U,
kal
where d  =  Y!,kai ^kaidkai and U =  Ylkai ^kaiBkai- The commutativity of two 
such operators yields Zakharov-Shabat type equations:
d U i - d i U  = [Ui,u].
The functions U and Ui depend rationally on z  and vanish at infinity. This is 
a special case of ZS equations. The general case can be obtained with a gauge 
transformation of the Baker function.
R e m a rk . The ZS hierarchy admits a group of similarity transformations, 
allowing us to neglect the dependence on tkao- Really, from the equations of the 
hierarchy we can obtain dkaO^ki = 0 ,  k\ ^  k and dkaoWk =  —EaWk- Therefore 
the dependence of Wk on the times t&iaO looks like
t&fc =  exp ^  tkaoEc^ Wk{0).
From now on we will neglect the times tfcaoi we know how to restore that depen­
dence.
Let Ck be disjoint circles on the Riemann sphere C P^ around the fixed points 
ajfe, fc =  l , . . . ,m , eind f2 be the part of CP^ outside these circles. Let Hk be the
Hilbert spaces of vector functions f(z) € C "  on the circles. Subspaces and 
consist of functions, that can be correspondingly expanded in non-negative 
and negative powers of z — a*. Let H  =  ®kHk and H'*' consists of {f&} such tha t 
fjfe € and f&(u&) =  0. Now, let H* consist of f  =  {ffc} G H  such that f t  are 
boundary values on the circles Ck of a  vector-fimction holomorphic in the domain 
fi. It can be shown that H  =  H* ® . We will also need the space H ~  =
and the natural projector P~ : H  —> H ~ . Let P* be the projector P* : H  H*. 
Its action is given by the formula:
t
where c =  E t  Ek = ~  •
An element of the Grassmannian, W  6  G r, is a subspace of H  with the 
following properties:
i) the projector P* : H  H* restricted to W is a  bijection,
ii) (z — a i ) ~ ^ W  =  (z — 02)“ ^W  =  ... =  (z — a k ) ~ ^ W  C  W .
An example of an element W  of the Grassmannian will be given in chapter 
n . We will construct there W  for the algebraic-geometrical case and give formulas 
for the corresponding Baker and tau  functions. Another example (for the soliton 
case) can be found in [4].
We consider vectors here as row vectors. We say th a t a  m atrix belongs to 
W  if all its rows do. Now let us consider the following transformation of the 
Grassmannian. If f  =  {ffc} G W then fe x p ^  =  {ffcexp^jt}, where f^c is the same 
as above. The set of all f  exp (  we call W  exp The subspace W  exp ^  will belong 
to the Grassmannian G r  for almost all tkai-
A Grassmannian Baker function, corresponding to an element W  of the Grass­
mannian, is a  matrix-function w G W  such that:
i) P*tnexp(— =  c, where c is constant in z but can depend on variables
^kaly
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ii) dkalWi €  (z — a j)~ ^W  for every {kal) (the subspace on the right-hand 
side does not depend on j ,  see the definition of the Grassmannian).
Let us introduce the translation operator Gkp{z)
G k^{z)f{t)  = tq^i -  SkqSfi^r^{z -  akY , ..)
A tau-function for the  ZS hierarchy should satisfy a  relation of the type
Wk,CLp{t,z) =  Pk<xp{z), 1 .1 . 1
T [ t )
where w =  is the Baker function, Wk =  , and pkap{z) is a  function
holomorphic in a neighborhood of ak and it does not depend on t. In section 1.4 
(see Theorem 1.4.1.) we find such a tau function and the corresponding relation 
for the diagonal case /? =  a . In section 2.4 (Theorem 2.4.1) we construct a  tau  
function for the algebraic-geometrical solution and give along a formula like ( 1 .1 .1 ).
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1.2 . T au  fu n c tio n s  fo r  th e  sing le  p o le  h ie ra rch y
In [19] Segal and Wilson developed Sato’s ideas [18] and gave a Grassmcin- 
nian  construction for tau functions to the K P hierarchy. For each element of the 
Grassmannian they defined the  corresponding tau  function as a determ inant of 
some mapping. Dickey [8 ] modified the Segal-Wilson definition of the tau fonc­
tion. Analyzing the soliton example he gave a Grassmannian definition for the 
tau  functions to AKNS, which is a  special case of ZS hierarchy ( single pole at 
infinity).
Let us recall the construction in [8 ]. First we adopt a  notation more convenient 
to compare with the general case of many poles: the pole is at a finite point (say 
0 ), not at infinity.
The Hilbert space H  consists of vector functions on the unit circle. is 
subspace of all series strictly positive powers and H ~  is the subspace of aU non­
positive powers. (In the case o f a single pole H* =  H ~.)  Clearly H  =  if"*" 0  i f " .  
Let W  be an element of the Grassm annian and w be the corresponding normalized 
Baker function. Let =  I  — and g  =  e^, where
n oo
^ ^  ^
7 = 1  1=1
We need a basis in if"*". An obvious choice is:
Z I — 1, 2, ... , ^  —- 1, 7T.
The vector is row-vector of length n, whose only non-zero entry is I at the 7 -th  
position. Let us introduce a  linear operator Ra0  : —>■ i f  (/3 ^  a):
R  » • /
1 gxyf 1-4  ^ eyi for all other indices.
Now we need to define some mappings. Let lw  '• H  H"*" be the projection 
parallel to W , Tw{g,) = l w ° & -  i f ’*’ if"*", and iV a ^ (g )  = l w ° S °  -^a/3 : if"*" - 4
12
. Then the Grassmannian tau  functions are defined as:
Tea =  T =  detTpv(g), a  =  l , . . , 7i  
Tap =  det Twap, P ^  O-
The following identity holds for any transformations g  and g ':
T w \% )T w (^ s )  =  W . ( g ' )
We need th a t identity only for the special g  and g^ we have defined. Let us 
first consider th e  product g^g  =  Ga(C)g(t)- Now we take déterm inant of both  
sides of (1.2.1). The left hand side becomes G aT (t)/r(f). Now we need to compute 
the determinant of 7W g-i(gg). Let us find its action on the basis vectors
(cyi  if 7  7  ^a , / =  1 , 2 ,..
rw g - i(g a )  =  < C^tl -  C^al-l if 7  =  a , / >  1
[ e«i -  C(ea — Wa) if 7  =  a , / =  1 .
where w =  tng"^ and Wa is the a - th  row of the m atrix w. The m atrix element
Wap can be expanded in series in z:
Wap =  Sap + WapZ + +  ... +  .
Now we can compute its determinant in the subspace of fT"*" where the m ap­
ping is different from the identity map:
1 +  ^ L C  w^aC •
-C  1 0 ..
0  -C  1 ..
This determ inant can be computed by multiplying the second column by C 
and adding it to  the first one; multiplying the th ird  column by C and adding it to  
the first and so on. The the determinant of the left hand side of (1.2.1) is
1 +  ^ ia C  + wlaC^ +  -  =  '^ Ctcc 
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and we can write an expression for the diagonal Baker function in terms of the 
tau  function:
.  _  Ga(C)r(t) _
r{t)  r{t)
We can tu rn  our attention to the non-diagonal case. First we multiply both 
sides of (1.2.1) by Ra0  to the right and take determ inant of both sides. The left 
hand side wiU become Gp{QTafi{t)fT{t). The m apping of the the right hand side 
acts on the basis vectors:
(S^) ° —
Its determ inant in the subspace of is
Cyi if 7  / =  1 , 2 ,..
£<xi -  C^pl-i if 7  =  (3, l > l
- { S a - W a )  i f 7  =  / 3 ,  1 =  1 .
“'o/3 ‘^aP-c 1 00 -c 1
This determ inant can be computed the same way eis above and it is equal to
w
We can express the non-diagonal elements of the Baker function in terms of 
the tau  functions:
^Gp{^)Tap{t) — Sypl - )
WaP = Ç Z7I\  =  S-r ( t ) r ( t )
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1.3. S o m e p re p a ra tio n a l fa c ts  fo r th e  m u lti-p o le  case
We want to define the tau-function as a  determinant of some m apping in the 
subspace =  {ffc : ffc € and 5 3 fc =  0 }, and for that reason we shall
need a basis in . Elements of this subspace axe sets of m  vector rows of length 
n. Let us fix a  num ber k, & =  1, ..,m . We can choose the following basis;
e _  f {0 , (z -  0 }, if / >  1 ; ? =  ; 7  =
\  {0 , ...,e-y,... , -e.y, ...0 } if / =  0 ; g =  ,g  71^  fc; 7  =  1 , ...,Ti;
where for / >  1 only the q-th vector of €q^i is not zero, and for 1 =  0  the two
nonzero entries of eq~fO are correspondingly a t the g-th and the fc-th positions. The
vector
e.y — 0^ ,..., 1 ,..., 0 j
is of length n  and its only non-zero entry is at the 7 -th position. Clearly the 
vectors tq^i form a basis in H '^.
R e m a rk . The defined basis depends on the number of the pole k. Thus for 
each pole ak we use its corresponding basis.
We shedl also need transformations in i f  of the form:
8  — {5 I) •••> ^ m.}>
where g,, i =  1 ,..., m  is a m atrix n x n  whose enrties are functions of z  —ai. Such 
a g  acts in H. componentwise:
8  : {fi} ^
(The multiphcation on the right-hand side is understood as a vector-row of length 
n  multiplied by a  m atrix n x n . )
Let W be an element of the Grassmannian and lw  '• H  — H~^ be the 
projection on parallel to W .  Now consider the mapping
%V(g) =  lw o g : —)■ if*".
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If g and g ' axe two transformations as above we can claim :
Proposition. Tw(g'g)  =  ^w(g)Tnrg-i(g').
Proof. The proof is exactly the same as in [8 ].
Although the above formula holds for generic transform ations g  (with the 
mild assumption th a t g “  ^ exists and is an element of the Grassmannian),
for our purposes we need them only in a  very special form. Namely , let
where
n oo
~  ~  °g)
7 = 1  Z = l
E.y is the n x n  m atrix, whose only non-zero entry Ey.y is equal to 1. Let us also 
fix an a , a  =  1 , ..,n  and set
6  to  dka, 1 },
where the diagonal m atrix =  I  — (C — a&)/(z — a.k)^a is at the fc-th position. 
R e m a rk . Further we will need djtt* written as an exponent:
dfca = I - ( C - a f c ) / ( z - a f c ) E a  =  exp {In (I -  (( -  a t ) / ( z  -  ak)Ea)} =
(= 1  J
We win need the action of g'ka  the basis 6qyi :
S.' ka^qyl —
where
' e,7{ if  {7  ^  a , q =  l , .., m , / =  0 ,1 , . . . }  or
if {g 7^  7  =  1, . I =  1 ,2 , . . . }
ekal -  (C -  o.k)€kai-i if  {1 >  1, g =  fc, 7  =  oc}
ekai -  (C -  O,k)ika0 if  (1 =  1, q =  k, 7  =  a }
ejfcaO +  (C -  <ik)ëka-i if  {1  =  0 , g =  1,.. ,  m; g ^  fc, 7  =  a } .
k^ocO —{0 , ..., Gg, , O}]
€ka — X —{0 , ..., (z Zljt) Gg, .., 0 }.
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The only non-zero entry of either vector is at the fc-th position. We wiU also need 
the vectors:
q^aO •••> ®or> ••
£a — ®aj  ®a}>
where the  only non-zero entry of ê,ao is at the g-th position and k.
R e m a rk . None of the vectors with tüde belongs to however they play 
an im portant role in our construction and are convenient for computations.
Let W  be an element of the Grassmannian Gr and w =  {wt} be the cor­
responding Baker function. Let also w = wg, where g  was defined above. Now 
consider the  set of all a -th  rows of the Baker function w:
Wet =  {wi,a, ",
where Wq^a is the a -th  row of the m atrix  Wqi
The vector Wq,cx can be expanded in series in z — a , (g =  1 , ..,m ):
Wq,a =  ë ,,aO  +  w° a +  w |_ g ( z  -  a , )  -|- ... .
Now we can define :
^0 r AQ ^0 ^0 1
K  =  « , a .  ".Wm,a}-
Since ^ =  0 we have th a t belongs to We shall need the
following lem m a:
L e m m a  1 .3 .1 . The following identity is valid:
Proof. First we can expand vector ^
n  n
'^q,a — (^g,al > ") ^ ?,a7 > ") ’^ q.an) ~
7 = 1  7 = 1
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From Q =  0  it follows that ^q.a- we can write:
"a ={wi,«, =  {wi,c, ", .., -  ^  .., =
q^k
— ^  ^{0| ••M ^ g,a; ••'■> ~ ‘^ q,ai •"> ®} ~
q ^ k
n n
~  ^ ^ { 0 , •••, ^  ^ ^g,a7®0> •••> ~  ^g,a7 ®0 > -••) 0 } —
q ^ k  T=1  7=1
n  n
~  53  ^ ] ^?i«7^®’ ■■■’ ■"’ ~®7> •••> ®} 5  V 53  ^ 9 i«7^9'I^‘
g?Sfc7=l ?7 f^cT=l
The proof of the lem m a is completed.
We will need a  few more identities.
L em m a 1 .3 .2 . The following identies hold:
^qaO — ^qaO ^fcaO
CfcaO =  — (^a  — 53  ^qao)
^  q¥^k
^kaO =  —(^a — yJa) 5 3  ^?“ 0 4-----^a-m  m  mq^k
Proof. The first identity is obvious. The second identity follows from the  first
one:
— 5  ] ç^aO — 5  > q^aO 4" ^kaO 
9 = 1  q^k
m
— 5  ](^gaO 4" Cfcao) 4* k^aO — 5  > q^o-0 4~ mCfcaO*
q^k q^k
Solving for ëtao from the leist expression we obtain the identity. The th ird  identity 
is obtained from th e  second one by adding and subtracting Wa/m. The lem m a is 
proved.
The last identity of Lemma 1.3.2 is very useful because we will need to  write 
vectors in H  according to the decomposition H'^ 0  W g“ .^
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1.4. D iagonal t a u  fu n c tio n s  fo r th e  m u lti-p o le  h ie ra rc h y
Consider the mapping Tw’(g) = l w ° S  frona the previous section. The deter­
minant of this mapping r  =  det T w {s)  will be the general (or denominator) tau  
function -  just like the special case of a  single pole. The similarity w ith the single 
pole csise ends here. As we saw in section 1.2 in that case all the diagonal tau  
functions Taa coincide and are equal to r .  Here the diagonal tau  functions Tk,aa 
are different for different indices k  or a.
R e m a rk . The meiin difference between the cases of a single pole and many 
poles is in the subspace =  {c =  const : 22  ^ — 0} of H"*". (In the case of a
single pole there are no non-zero constants in H'^.)
Consider the mapping Rkoca • -> H  :
n  . J  ^qaO  ^  ^qexO 9  7^  ^^kc
: { !-->• ëq^i for all other indices.
As we see from the definition R k a a .  is almost an identity map except for the vectors 
CgoO •
Rkcict • (0 , . , Cgg, ..., Cgg, .., 0  j  t  ^ (O; ...) Oqe) •••?
Now we consider the mapping
TvvCg) ® R-kcxoc — I w  O g  O Rkacx  •  ^ .
The determinant of this mapping will be the diagonal tau-function T k a a  of the 
hierarchy.
T h e o re m  1.4.1 Let be an element of the Grassm annian Gr and the 
corresponding w w  be a Baker function for the multipole (m >  1) ZS hierarchy. 
The maps g, g]^ ,^ Tw (g), R k a a  are as above. Let
r(t)  =  (detT w (g)) (É), Tkaa =  (detTw (g) O Rkaa) (().
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Then the diagonal elements Wkaa of the Baker function can be expressed in terms 
of the functions r  and Tkaa'.
fj.  Tk.aai-i^q-yl ~  ^kq^a-yl ~  (^k)\ ■■ )W k,aa[iiZ)— m
Proof. As in AKNS central to our proof is the formula:
3 V (g 'g ) =  ^V (g)2 \vg-i(g ')- ( 1  4.1)
We multiply both sides of the formula first to the left by 2 V (g “ ^), and to the 
right by Rkaa'.
z )^ k a a  =  ÎV g-i(g ')iîjkaa- ( 1  4.2)
Let us first consider the left hand side of (1.4.1). Using equality (1.3.1) we 
compute ggtg:
g g fca  =  { e x p 6 , . . . , e x p ^ t , . . . , e x p ^ T ? i } { I ,  (C - a t ) / ( z  -  a f c ) E a , . . . ,  1}  =
=  {exp^i, . . . ,exp^ife(I-(C-aifc) /(z-afc)Eot) , . . . ,exp^,n} =
n  oo
=  {exp^i,..., exp ^  [tk-ii -  Syal'^iC  -  a t ) ')  (z ~  a t) " 'E ^ , - ,  exp =
7=1 1=1
=  g ( - ,  ( ,7 l  -  S q k S y a r ^ i C  ~  « , ) ' , - )  =  G & a ( ( ) g ( t ) .
If we take determ inant of both sides of equation (1.4.2) the resulting left hand 
side wiU be just what we want: Gjto(C)i’fcaa(0/'^(0- Now we need to  compute the 
determinant of the rihgt hand side of (1.4.2). Let us for convenience denote tha t 
mapping by Akaa-
A k a a  — ^Wg~*- O gfca °  R k a a -  
Let us compute the action Akaa on the basis in H'^:
q^aO q^aO q^aO q^aO-H-----{^a ~  ‘^ a ) ------ Gg'aO, for q k]
^  q'^k
Cfcol Êfcal ejfcal — Ck^ kaO Gtal — — (^Cq — Wa) — e^'ao).
^  ,'^fc
Cfcal ^kal ^kal ~  Ck^ka 1 -1  ^ k a l  ~  C k ^k a  1- 1 , for 1 > 1 ;
e,.y/ €qyi for all other basis vectors,
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where Cfc =  C ~  hi computing the first two vectors we used Lemma 1.3.2. 
We now expajid the vectors Akaa^kai aud Akaa^qaO hi the basis of the subspace 
H '^ /H a  {Ha  =  {x E H'^ : A kaa^  =  x} is the subspace where Akaa acts as an 
identity m ap).
Ck — Waj —
q'^k
Ck
Akaa^kal — f^cotl f(^ot ’^ a )  ^  —
c °°=  Cfcotl +  f^q'aa^9'aO +  ^ ^ “^kaa^kal +  ^g'aO  ^ =
gVg (=1
=  m “ S'aa)VaO +  +  +
In expanding ia — Wa we used Lemma 1.3.1 from the previous section. Similarly 
we obtain:
1 1 ° °
A ka a ^q a O  =  ^qaO  ^ ( 1  + ’^ q 'a a ) ^ q 'a O --------
^  ^  f=l
Then the determinant of Akaa looks like:
~ i ( l + ^ l a a )  — ~ m ( ^  + ^ m a a ) - m ^ k a a “ m ^ L a
1 -  i ( l  +  ' ^ m a a ) — — t u lm  kaot — — w ?77% k a a
+ ^ m a a ) 1  +  m ^ k a a m ' ^ k a a
0 0 - C k 1
0 0 0 — Ck
To each of the first m — 1 rows (vectors Akaa^qao) of the d eterm in a n t add the 
m -th row (vector Akaa^kai) divided by Ck- We obtain
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00
0
è ( l
0 c ' 0
1 c ' 0
+  ^ m a a ) 1 + ^ tô ?  m  k a a
0 - C k 1
0 0 - C k
first m  —1 columns by - and
them to the m -th  column. AH the entries (j, m  — 1 ), (j =  1 , m  — 1 ) will become 
zero, and the diagonal entry (m, m) will look like:
{ A k a a ) m m .  =  1 +  ^ ( 1  + ^ ° ' a c t )  =a  m  ^
- - & Z  =
— “ (I -r'Ûlkaa +^fcaaCfc)m
Thus we have 
1
0
0
0
m (l +  ^ L a  +  ^LaCfc) m ^ L a
0
0
- C k
0
1
- C k
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Using the Lagrange theorem we reduce the determ inant to
i ( l + ^ L a + ^ L « C f c )  .
- C k 1
- C k
0
1
to
The last determ inant looks like the one in the single pole case and it is equal
—  ( 1  +  +  ^ L a C f c  +  ^ L a C f c  +  ^ L a C l  +  - )  =  Ck),
which completes the proof of the theorem.
R e m a rk . We could have chosen the transform ations g  and g]|.g differently:
m
g =  {exp exp exp where (  =  ^
ë k a  — { d & a ,  , d t a ,  , d t a }
i=l
Then instead of an expression for Wkaa we would have a  formula for Wkaa- (Recall 
th a t Wk =  tüfccxp^.) The corresponding relation wiU look like:
■X f± \ Tk,aa{",tq-yl — ^kq^ayl (^•Z 0,k) » ••) fT  (^ k —
z ) = m    1 1  T r ; : '
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1.5. D iscu ssio n  o f  th e  n o n -d ia g o n a l case.
If we follow the logic of the single pole non-diagonal case we can consider a 
mapping Rkap ' H  ^  a) :
{ eg/30 •-> ê,^o 9 f  ^ 
e& i^ —ëa
iq^i for all other indices.
We then consider the function
T k a p { t ')  —  d e t  ( Î W { g )  O R k a p )  ( t )
as a candidate for tau-function. Once again using the identity (1.4.1), multiplying 
its both sides by Rka^ to the right, and taking a determ inant of both sides we 
obtain on the left hand side G k p i Q T k a p i ^ ) However, the determinant of the 
right hand side will be (after some computations similar to  those in section 1.4)
^ (l5 fco ^(C )(l +^fc/3^) -^ w (C )^ fc a ^ ) )
which is not what we want. We got a mixture of diagonal and non-diagonal Baker 
functions, which can not be separated. Perhaps, one needs to extend the space 
H'^ and define corresponding mappings there.
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1.6 . A p p en d ix : A  usefu l expansion .
In the previous sections we saw the importance of representing vectors from 
H  in the form H'^ 0  -  we czin compute the action of the projection Iwg-^ •
H  —>■ In Lemma 1.3.2 we saw how to do that for the vectors ikao and e,ao-
Now we wiU see how represent vectors with negative powers in z — Ck. We steirt 
with the lowest negative power -  vector ika -i-  Our expansion wiU be modulo 
the subspace spanned by the following vectors: 6,^) for 7  7^  a , q ^  k\ for 
7  ÿÉ a , I > 1 01 q ^  k, I > 1] and W g “ .^ Let us for convenience denote Zk =  z —ctk-
^ k a - l  =  Z. ekotO — Z^  ( — (Coj — W a )  ^  ^qaO 4------------—
Vm m  “ f m  /q^k
=  +  ^Jaa)e?aO "  ^  ^Lcc^kal =
1=1
=  - ~ ^ k ^  4-tÔ°aa)(e,aO “  ëfcao) ~  — ~  ~  T l  =
q^k 1=1
I  I I
=  ~ ~ ^ k   ^ +  '^qaa)^9oc0 +  ~ ^  ^ ( 1  4" Wgaa)^kaO +
^  ggtfc ^  q^k
I I I
m m  , ^t=i
1 - 1 f '  -j+i
(1.6 .1)
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Now consider the above expressions one by one:
I  =  5 ^ (1  +  ^5«a)êgaO =
q^k
= - à  g :  + + 1  =
l ^ l + t ü j ^ „ _  _  \ _
= ------->  ÊgaO = -y  ^  (CfcaO ~  CfcaoJ —
a n - a k  m  ^  -  akq^k  ^ q^k
1  ^ '^qaa
= -------> ^ -------------- CgaO
(1 .6 .2 )
1 / " v -  1 A l -  .   ^ 1 V -  . 1
m
( ( i î „ - « . ) - !  Ç
a^k
Now we consider the second expression from (1.6.1):
I I  =  5 3 ( 1  +  TÎ)J««)êfc<,o =  — +  — 5 ] ëfca-l =
q^k \?#fc q^k J (1.6.3)
— —(tM — 1 — Wkaa)^ka-1-m
If we transfer I I  to the left hand side of (1.6.1) we obtain
1 -  : w - l  =  — (1.6.4)m  m  J m
Let us rewrite I I I :
I I I  =  - — WkaJka-O =  ^ « 'L a f c a  ~  ^,=0 +  =771 771 \ “ “ /q:^ k
«1 .1 oo (1.6.5)
5 ] ( 1  +  ^qccJ^qccO + - ^ ^ ' ^ L a ^ k a l -  
q^k 1=1
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We use (1.6.2) and (1.6.5) to obtain
^ E d + < . . )  K - + E  ^
q^k \  q^k
Finally from (1.6.4) and (1.6.6) we have
1 +  “>?«« rn
q^otO
O-k ®q — O-k
^kal‘
( 1.6 .6 )
1 ^  l+ l i je r a  / . 1  . 1 +  ^ Ja a  rtl
+ i E r & ; k . + E %  -
(1.6.7)
Now we are able to express emy negative power in a similar fashion, e.g. 
ëjfea- 2  =  ^k^^ka-i- Then use (1.6.7) and repeat the procedure ail over again.
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C h a p te r  I I
A L G E B R A IC -G E O M E T R IC A L  T A U  F U N C T IO N S  
F O R  T H E  H IE R A R C H Y  GZS
2.1. S om e facts a n d  d efin itio n s
In this section we shall recadl necessary facts and definitions from the  theory 
of Riemann surfaces. We adopt the notation from [10]. More detail and  proofs 
can be found in [10], [14] etc.
Let r  be a  (compact) Riemann surface of genus ^ >  0. We say that {a^, 6 ;^ i = 
1 , ...,^} is a canonical system of closed contours on the Riemann surface if:
i) any contour 7  on F can be written as an  integral linear combination
9
7  ~  ^  niiai + riibi, and 
»=i
ii) their intersection numbers are
Ot 0 aj = biO bj =  0 , Oi o bj =  S{j, i , j  =  1 , ..,g.
An abelian differential of first type is a  differential on F  that can be written 
in a form w =  <f>{z)dz in a  neighborhood of any point, where z is a local param eter 
and <f){z) is a  holomorphic function. It can be proved that holomorphic differentials 
exist on any Riemann surface {g > 0) and they form a linear space of dimension g. 
A basis of holomorphic differentials {w,, i =  1,2, ...,^} is called normalized (with 
respect to the canonical basis {ai, 6 ,; i =  1 , ...,g}) if their a-periods are
L Uj = 2Tri5ij. 
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Let B  =  {Bij) =  ( wy) be the m atrix of their 6-periods. {B  is referred to 
as the m atrix of the periods of the Riemann surface.) T he m atrix B  is symmetric 
and its real part R e{B)  is negative definite.
Let Bj, j  =  1 , . . ,^  be the vector in whose only non-zero entry is 1 at 
the j- th  position. It can be shown that the vectors {2iriej, B c j, j  =  1, 
are linearly independent (over R ). Let A be the integral lattice spanned by these 
vectors. Then the torus J{T) = C®/A is called the Jacobian of the  Riemann 
surface F. The Abel m ap : F -> J(F ) is defined by the  formula
/  ^ 2 , - ,  f  I ,
\JPo JPq J po j
where P  € F, Pq is a fixed point on F and all contours of integration eire the same. 
Considered as a map from the Riemann surface F to its Jacobian «/(F), the Abel 
map is well-defined: it does not depend on the choice of the  contour.
An integral linear combination of points on F is called a  divisor:
k
D  =  ^ n y P j ,  Pj € F, Tij e  Z. 
y=i
The number deg D  =  Uj is called the degree of th e  divisor D. A divisor
corresponding to a meromorphic function on F is called principal (a zero is given 
weight 1 and a pole —1, multiplicities should be counted). One can extend by 
linearity the notion of the Abel map to divisors: if D =  then we define
k
A(D ) =
J= 1
The famous Abel theorem says that a divisor D  is principal if and only if 
A{D) =  O(modA) and degD  =  0. The classical Riemann ^-function is defined by 
its Fourier series:
^ (z |P ) =  ^  exp(^(P n ,n>  +  (n,z)),
nez» ^
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where B  is the m atrix of the 6-periods, z =  ( z i , Zg) G C®, n  =  (n i, 6  Z®
and ( , ) is the standard inner product in C®. The function 9{z) is entire on C^. 
Along the  vectors of the lattice the theta function transforms according to the 
formula:
9{z + 27rzn -f 5 m ) =  exp i ( 5 m ,  m ) — (m , z)^ • 9{z),
which means that 9{z) is not defined on the Jacobian J ( r ) .
In the next sections we shall need the following corollary of the Riemann 
theorem about the zeroes of the theta function.
P ro p o s it io n  2 .1 .1 . Let F{P) =  9{A[P) — A{D ) — K ), where P  € F, £> =  
P\-\-...+Pg is a divisor in general position, amd K  (the vector of Riemann constants) 
is a vector characteristic for F. Then F(P) has exactly g zeroes: the points of the 
divisor D.
The differential of the second kind 0 ^  has its only singularity at the point A  
on the Riemann surface and in a local param eter z it has the expansion
OO
n!t =  d ( z - ( - b ^ W ) .
r = 0
The difierential is normalized by the condition th a t all its a-periods are zeroes. It 
is easy to show that following symmetry relations holds
rhir =  Ihri- (2 .1 .1 )
An abelim  differential of third type is a  differentizJ whose only singularities 
are two single poles P  and Q with residues 1 and — 1 correspondingly. Such a 
differential is normalized the same way as before. Any meromorphic differential 
can be written as a linear combination of differentials of aU three types.
If the differentials of the first kind have in the same local param eter a form 
Wj =  <f>j[z)dz, then the following formulas are vaJid for the 6-periods of normalized
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differentials of second and third types:
f  1
L  ^  '( r r î îT 3 P = î 'A W I '= < ''
:  ,p  (2 1 -2 )
I  O p Q  =  I  U)j.
Jhj JQ
, P  oo
/  P
^  Pq n
Now let us consider two differentials and and the corresponding local 
parameters za and za> ■ Then we have the expansions:
r P
/
P   ^ oo
Ü^ A’ =  P  A.
Then the following symmetry relation holds for their coefficients:
rcir =  Idri. (2.1.3)
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2.2 . A n  a lg eb ra ic -g eo m etrica l e lem en t o f  th e  G ra ssm a n n ia n
In [4] there is an example of elements of G r  corresponding to soliton solutions. 
We want to find an element W  €  G r for algebraic geometrical solutions o f the 
hierarchy. Let F be a  Riemann surface of genus g, realized as an n-sheeted covering 
of the Riemann sphere C P \  Let C i, i = 1, ....m  be as before small circles on C P^ 
surrounding the points a» and Q be the part of CP^ outside these circles. (We 
can always arrange th a t all branching points of F lie in 0 , and that the infinity 
is not a  branching point.) Let F~ be the part of F covering Q. Now we tahe a 
divisor D of g + n  — 1 points of multipHcities I on F " . As above elements o f the 
Hilbert space I f  are sets of m  vector functions {£»} on the circles Ci, expanded in 
series of z — ai. The nonnegative and the negative parts of those expansions we 
write as and f “  correspondingly. Let f /  be the j- th  component of f^  and  P- 
be the point on the j - th  sheet of F over z  €  CP^ {j =  1 ,2 , . . , t i ) .  We define W  
as a subspace th a t consists of {fi} € H, such th a t f/(z) =  f{ P i) ,  where f { P )  is a 
scalar function on F ~ , holomorphic everywhere except (possibly) at the points of 
the divisor D, where it may have simple poles. (In other words, /  € C?£)(F~).)
T h e o re m  2 .2 .1 . W  belongs to the Grassmannian G r  .
Proof. In order to have W  € G r we need to  show :
i) [ z  — a i)~ ^W  = ( z  — a2)~^W  = ... = ( z  — On)~^W C W  and
ii) index P *\w  =  0 .
Clearly (z — a i ) ~ ^ W  C . W  '. { z  — a,)"^ is holomorphic in Q. Also
(z — a, i)/{z — a j ) W  C  W
since (z — a i)/{z  — ay) is holomorphic in Q (at oo this expression is equal to  1 ), 
therefore (z — ai)~ ^W  =  (z — aj)~^W  for any i, j  =  l , . . . ,m .  Now we need to 
check ii). As in [5] we have
ind P ~ lw ’ =  dim Ho(F, O d ) — dim ffi(F, Oo)-
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We need to know ind P*\w- Let us recall how P*lw  acts:
i
where c =  ^^t W  be an element of the
Grztssmannian. Let
I~  =  Im  P ~ \w  and I* =  Im P *\w .
An element {fi} € W  belongs to Ker P*\w  if it has a  form ( f^  — c}, where 
c =  m"^ S i  ^(®*) ) 3Jid it belongs to Ker P ~ \w  if it has a  form }. Let Cn be 
the space of boundary values of vector-functions constant on fl. Clearly Cn C H* 
and Cn — Also let Cjt =  /* fl Cn and dim C& =  k. Obviously 1 <  fe <  n  (k 
is at least 1 since ( 1 , 1 , 1 )  € Ck)- In order to finish the proof of the Theorem 
we need two lemmas.
L e m m a 2.2 .1 .
dim Ker P ~ \w  — dim Ker P*\w  =  k
Proof. We have the exact sequence:
0  Ker P*\w  Ker P ~ \w  Ok 0 ,
where =  m~^
L e m m a 2.2 .2 .
dim Coker P *\w  — dim Coker P ~ \w  = n  — k
Proof. Let a  =  P ~ \h '-  It is cleeir that
Ker a  =  Cn and Ker a |/ .  = I* H Cn =  Ck- 
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We can write a commutative diagram, where all the sequences are exact :
0 0 0
i i ;
0 -4- C k i / • 4 r 0
i t i i i i
0 -)• C n 4 H * 4 0
I i i
0 -> 4 H*/r ot-4 H - / I - -)■ 0
i i i
0 0 0
The horizontal arrows in the last line are induced by the horizontal arrows 
in the two top lines and by all the vertical arrows as usual.
This imphes that
H ' / r  ^  {H * /r ) i{C n /C k )
and
dim H ~ / r  =  dim H * / r  - { n - k )  
which is what we needed to show. The lemma is proved.
Now we can compute the index of P*\w  '■ 
ind P *\w  =  (dim K er(P ” |wr) — k) — (dim Coker(P~|iv^) + n ~ k )  =
=  dim K er(P “ |tv) — dim Coker(P“ |iv') — n  =
=  dim H q{T, O d ) — dim Hi{T, O b ) — n  =
=  deg D — g - \'l  — n
The last step is obtained after using Riemann-Roch theorem. We chose D  
such th a t deg D  =  g-{-n — 1 , therefore from the last formula ind P*\w  =  0 . (Recall 
the statem ent of the Riemann-Roch theorem [14]: Let F  be a  Riemann surface of 
genus g and I? be a divisor on F. Then
dim Ho{T, O d)  — dim Hi{T, O d) =  deg D  — g + 1 ,
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where is the sheaf of meromorfic functions on F submitted to —D.) The proof 
of the Theorem is completed.
R e m a rk . It is interesting that the degree of the divisor D  does not depend 
on the num ber of essential singularities m .
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2.3 . B a k e r  fu n c tio n s  fo r th e  a lg eb ra ic -g eo m etrica l case
Using the results of the previous section we construct a  Baker function for 
the hierarchy. (The Baker-Akhiezer function in [12] is not a Baker function in the 
sense of section II, it is only gauge-equivalent to a  Baker function for G ZS.)
Let us recall th a t the elements of the Grassmannian are sets of m  row vectors, 
whose components are the boundary values on the circles Cqy of a  function on F 
{Cq  ^ is the circle on the 7 -th  sheet of F over the circle Cq on the Riemann sphere, 
that surrounds the point a ,) . The Baker function is a set of m matrices of size 
n  X n  .
Let Pq^ be the point on the 7 - th  sheet of F over the point o, on the Riemann 
sphere. Also let P~f, 7  =  1, ..,n. be the point z =  0 0  on the 7 -th  sheet of the 
Riemann surface. We will use the notation for . We will need the following 
expansions for this integral:
f  P Pkfi,
'^Po  r = 0
/ P P a -
pQ -—n'^*0 r = 0
In this notation the symmetry relation for differentials of second type looks
like:
Let be the vector of 6-periods of a differential of second kind:
(Ug.y/)jf =  f  ^qy-
Jhj
Finally, let us choose any g points from the divisor D  and denote them as D i . 
For each a  (a  =  1,.., n) enumerate the rest n  — I points of D as
Q l i  Q a —l i  Q a + 1 1 "I Q n -
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(The enum eration of these points could be different for different a .)
T h e o re m  2 .3 .1  The Baker function corresponding to the element W  of the 
G rassm annian looks like:
u ; « ( t , P ) = e x p
/  \ = 1  .y=l (=1  \-fPo / /
H A P )  +  E ‘,7 iU „ , +  Z 7 # .  -4(^7) -  A O )  -  K)
■ H A P ^ )  +  E  ‘ » 7 < u „ i  +  E 7, . .  A P -,)  -  A D )  -  K )
■ e ( A ( P ) - A { D i ) - K )  '
where a  =  1, ..,n , Pq is a fixed (but arbitrary) point on F, and K  is the vector of 
Riemann consteints.
R e m a rk . The above formula is almost identical to the one for the AKNS
hierarchy in [5]. The motivation for a  normalization of Wa at infinity here is
however different: in the case of AKNS Wa has essential singularities at infinities, 
for GZS the essential singularities are at Pk0  and we normalize at infinity to  ensure 
th a t Wa is a  Baker function for the hierarchy.
Proof. First we need to show that Wa{t, P )  is a  single-valued function on F. 
Let us choose a  path  connecting Pq and P . If we consider another path connecting 
these two points, we need to add to the integrals involved in the expression for 
Wa their periods with respect to some cycle. We can represent this cycle as an 
integral linear combination 4- !C i=i the basis contours. Thus
by changing the path  of integration we have:
/  f  4"
J  P q j  Pq
A{P ) A{P) +  27rm + P m ,
/  -> f  4- (m , A{P^) -  A{Q^)),
J P c  J P a
where m  =  ( m i ,.., mg). Let us recall the transform ation formula for the Riemann 
theta  function:
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^(z +  2irin +  B m ) = exp m )  — (m , • û(z).
Thus after changing the path  connecting Pq and P, the function Wa will 
change by the following factor:
e x p ( j] ){ m , X(Py) -  ' exp ((™, ^
T^a
exp m ) -  (m , A (P )  +  E  "  -^(P ) -  K)))
e x p ^ - |( S m ,  m ) -  (m , A (P )  -  A (D i)  -  K ))
=  e x p ^ -(m , •exp^(m, A (D ) -  A (B i) )J
=  exp^(m , A (D )  -  A (D i)  -  ^  =  exp ((m, 0 )) =  1,
y^a
which proves th a t Wa is indeed single-valued.
Next we m ust show that Wa belongs to W  (in other words Wa is holomorphic 
everywhere on T "  except (possibly) at the points of D , where it may have simple 
poles). Really, according to the Riemann theorem for the zeroes of the theta  
function, Wa has simple poles at the points of D i . The rest of its poles come from 
the first exponent — the poles of the differential with residue —1 , which are
exactly the points Q-y. Thus D  is the divisor of the poles for Wa- Clearly Wa is 
holomorphic elsewhere on F ” .
Next we need to  show that in a neighborhood o f Pk^ the function has an 
asymptotic behavior:
OO
Wa = W ka p -e x p "^ tk p i{z  -  ak)~^, P P k p ,
1=0
where Wka0  is holomorphic in the vicinity of Pk0 - Really, let us choose a small 
neighborhood of Pk0  inside the circle Ck0 - Then from  the asymptotic behavior of 
^Po around Pkp and talcing into account that Wa haa poles only at the points 
of D, the needed asymptotic behavior of Wa follows.
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Finally we need to show that;
Wa = Sap + 0 {z~^), P P p
Clearly Wa is holomorphic a t the infinite points Pp. Further Wa{Pp) =  Sap (taking 
into account the zeroes of the first exponent-the poles of difierential i.e.
points By, 7  7^  a ) .
Let us denote by Wk,ap the asymptotic expressions for Wa when P  -4- Pkp. 
Then matrices Wk =  are boundary values of a  function constant
at infinity. Thus dt^.^iWk are boundary values of a  function vanishing at infinity, 
which means
Therefore {xojt} is a  Baker function for the GZS hierarchy. This completes the 
proof of the theorem.
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2.4 . T-function in th e algebraic-geom etrical case
T h e o re m  2 .4 .1 . Functions T & , a n d  r  exist such that
the function Pk,afi{z) is holomorphic in  a neighborhood o f Pkp and independent 
o f t.
The expression for Tk^ap{t) Eind r  are given by:
+  E  +  E ^ # .  A P y )  -  A O }  -  K )
e ( A P i f i } + E y y , . A P y ) - A { D ) - K }
r ( t ) — expf ^ 2  Pqyl.q'Yl'^qY^i'Y^'j 
qyi.q'y'P
6 ( Z  -  A{D ) -  K)
where fMqY,q'y‘i' =  " K "  % ,g 'y
Proof. We can show that Tk,ap is uniquely determined the same way as we did 
for Wc,: choose arcs on F connecting Pq with Pkp and with Pp, and carry out all 
the integrations involved (including A{Pkp)) along these arcs. The integral / p ’*'* 
is understood as fp^'^ — . Then using the usual properties of the differentials
and ^-functions we see that Tk,ap does not depend on the choice of the arcs. 
When 7  =  /3 and q = k  the following integral is understood to be regularized:
rP hfi f P
JPc P-*-Pi JPa
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If we expand the logarithm of the  second exponent of expression for Wa 
around the point Pk0  we have:
— ^  Wq-i,k0  ^ q ~ t l Ofc)
q-yl r=l q y l  1=1
We want to rewrite the first term  o f the last expression;
2 2  22  -  ^kV
q-yl r = l
— 2  1 ^kq^p~fl 0,k) ) i^q'Yl '  ®fc) )
T hat can be achieved by setting
Pqyi.q'Yi' ~  ~ 2  ^ ' K-r.q'Y'
and using the symmetry relation V • ~  ^
We will eJso need the following expansion:
fP 1‘Z—ai, °° /   W+ 1
( ^ ( P )  -  A{Pkfi))j =  W; =  /  (j)j{z)dz =
J Pkp do 2=0 \ "b tj-
1=0 ^  ''^3 1=0 ^
1=1
From the above expansion we have
9{A(,P) +  5 3  +  5 3  A(P^) -  A{D) -  K )
y^a
is equal to
e{A{Pk0 ) +  Y2i^qyi -  SkqSp^r^z -  + ^2 -  K).
y^a
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•exp
We need to verify tha t Tk,afi is indeed a  tau-function.
The translation operator G k ^ { z ) f { t )  =  — S k q S p ^ l ~ ^ { z  —  ..) was
defined in chapter I. Now:
Gfcy3(z) (exponential part of T k ,a p )
=  exp f ^ q y l iq 'y ' l ' i i q y l  ^ k q ^ p y l  ®fc) '){^q'‘l'V ^ kq '^ f i - f '^  ®A:) ^
• Gxp -  hqSfiyl~'^{z -  akY)
=  exp (^qyl,q '~ f'l '^q 'yltq 'y 'l ' "t* ^  ^ ^ ^
• exp f  — 'y   ^y ’q-fl,kpV^ ^ q y l { ^  ®fc) ^  i q ' y ' l ' i , ^  ~  O-k') ^
J p  j  • exp -  a k Y
— exp , f^qyl ,q '‘y ' l '^q 'r l^q ' ' f ' l '^
•exp ^{^ — 0-kY^^ +
• (  ! Z  S  +  Z )  ( ^ r r . f c ^  “
\ î 7 i r=l g?!
Now we notice that the first factor of the last expression will cancel out with 
the exponent from T{t). The second exponent will become a part of pk,cep{z)- The 
th ird  exponent can be rewritten as:
m n o o  /  . p  \  \
exp I^Z} Z i Z ! ^ ? '  y ^[ y  -  &“;? j  j  • exp -  afc)"'
The first exponent above is exactly the second exponent in the expression of 
the Baker function W a -
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Now consider:
(?fc|9 (z)(theta p art of Tk,afi)
-  g t ) ' ) u „ .  +  > t(A ) -  A O )  -  K )
H A(Pks) +  -^(^ 7 ) -  A(D ) -  K)
O m P k f)  -  E£i -  = .) 'U M ' + E W U ,7 ' +  Z ^ .  -AtPr) -  A (D )  -  K )
+  Z 7# .  ^(-Pt) -  ^(C) -  K)
0{A(P) + S  +  Z ^ .  -4 (^ 7 ) -  A(,D) -  K)
«(■^(Pw) +  Z 7# .  -4(^7) -  >t(0 ) -  K)
The num erator of the expression above coincides with the num erator of the 
first fraction in the expression of the Baker function Wg. The denominator above 
will become p a rt of pk,a^(z)-
We now consider T ( t ) .  As we noted earlier, the exponent of r ( t )  will cancel 
out with the first exponent of Gk/3(z}Tk,ap(i}- The numerator of r(<) coincides 
with the denominator of the first fraction of the Baker function. The denom inator 
of r( t )  will be a  part of Pk,a^{z).
Finally the first exponent and the second fraction of the Baker function have 
poles only in the points of the divisor D, which means that their reciprocical 
functions will be holomorphic in a  neighborhood of Pkp and they will become a 
part of pk,afi{z)- The theorem is proved.
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C O N C L U D IN G  R E M A R K S
Although a general definition of a  tan  function for the multi-pole ZS hierarchy weis 
given and its existence proven [6], we do not have yet a Grassmannian construc­
tion for the general tau  function. A soliton tau  function was constructed in [4]. 
For the special case of a  single pole hierarchy (AKNS) a general Grassmannizm 
definition was given in [8]. In [16] there is an algebraic-geometrical tau  function 
(only for the diagonal elements). The hierarchy they considered is essentially a 
set of (independent) single-pole hierarchies (without the cross-poles equations).
We filled two more gaps in the Grassmannian theory for the GZS. First, in 
chapter 2 we gave a Grassmannian definition of the algebraic-geometrical solution 
of the hieréirchy. In chapter 1 we constructed the diagonal tau  functions of a 
general solution to the hierarchy. The multi-pole case turn  out to be complex 
because of the geometric structure of the Hilbert space: the subspace contains 
nonzero constants. In order to  obtain the diagonal tau  function we perturbed the 
mapping Tjv(g) in th a t constant subspace. For the non-diagonal case we obtained 
an expression containing both diagonal and non-diagonal elements, and they can 
not be split. We believe th a t the reason for that was not our inability to  find a 
proper perturbation RkaPi it seems th a t H"*’ is not large enough. We are currently 
looking at possible extensions of .
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